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ORGANIZATION



compulsory seminar attendance

seminars every two weeks

possibility of attending the other seminar after an 
agreement

http://www.fi.muni.cz/~sochor/PV182/ (czech)

http://www.fi.muni.cz/~sochor/PV182E/ (english)



SEMESTRAL
PROJECT



semestral project

the task is the same for everybody

periodic homeworks for the next seminar



POINTS



7 — excellent work

5 — good work

3 — shitty work

After deadline -2 points!

16 — compulsory minimum

20+ — extra points for the exam



HCI UX





PART 1



PERSONAS



your target group

representing whole spectrum of end users

personas have to be distinguishable

be specific!



1 — demography

2 — goals

3 — frustrations

4 — expectations

5 — limatations

6 — quote



TYPICAL TASKS



task — a goal the person wants to achieve

example — Buying gaming computer with good 
graphic card under $1000



TASK SCENARIOS



detailed tasks

the procedure to test the prototype

doesn’t contain phrases — “click the button...“ or 
“scroll down...“



STORYBOARDS



short storyboard

doesn’t have to be detailed

6 – 10 steps



CARD SORTING



categorising the content

creating the web/app structure



NOW!



Using Internet browser solve the following tasks:

What will be the weather in London this Saturday ? 

Insure fictious family - father, mother and 1 kid - for a 
trip abroad. 

Buy something in an e-shop (cloth, book ...). 



Apply the following questions to previous tasks and 
record the answers in a signle text file using some 
editor (e.g. Notepad):

Is this a good or bad design?

Do you go by gut feel?

Do you go by how it looks?

Do you judge it by familiarity to other interfaces?

If there are problems, are they minor or serious?

Did you miss anything that you really shouldn’t have?

Is your opinion correct?

How can you tell?



PROJECT!



HOMEWORK!



1 — motivation

2 — process and conclusions of research

3 — personas and tasks

4 — scenarios of chosen tasks

5 — storyboard


